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Over the past couple of years, I’ve been fortunate to get to 
organize with and learn from a number of Toronto’s mad 
activists. They’ve taught me a few things about organizing 
that I think are worth sharing. 

• Don’t be afraid to move. To move on, to move forward, to 
move beyond. Remember: they’re called social ‘move’ments 
for a reason. Get together. Move together. Organize!

• Get pissed off. Channel that anger and let it motivate you.

• Recognize there’s something wrong here. Bring trusted 
people together to talk about and identify the problem. 
Figure out what’s going on, who the enemy is and the best 
ways to respond. 

• Community care is self-care. Engaging in collective struggle 
gives us purpose. Personally, it gives me a reason to get 
out of bed in the morning. Fighting alone is hard. Fighting 
in solidarity with others makes us stronger. Recognize how 
our struggles are shared and work with others to tackle 
them together. 

• Find the right people to work with. 

• Get useful information from those in the know. Use 
that information strategically. Find key people within 
organizations who can help make change happen. 

• Use your resources wisely. Use the tools you have in 
innovative ways. Use social media. Use whatever you’ve 
got to get the word out high and low.

• Don’t be afraid to ruffle feathers.

• Wear your message! On buttons, on t-shirts, on hats, 
on wheelchairs. Be creative and get that message out 
wherever your wardrobe allows. 

• Engage people you know in conversations that matter: 
in person, on the phone, online. Let them know why they 
should be concerned, why we should all be concerned. 

• Connect with other social movements. Many issues such 
as poverty, discrimination and violence affect a number of 
our communities. We’ll need to work together in order to 
form a resistance that can take on these issues. 

• Plan ahead: ensure events and communications are fully 
accessible.

• Get the turnout. Make sure you’ve got the right people in 
the room and you’ve packed the house.

• If you threaten to do something, be sure you’re ready to 
back it up. 

• Serious activism can still be fun. This is something I’ve heard 
from other activists like UK-based fat activist Charlotte 
Cooper, and I’ve experienced first-hand from working with 
local advocacy groups. 

• Laugh. Laugh together and laugh out loud. As the author 
Thomas King said in a recent radio interview (Q on CBC 
Radio, November 14, 2012) use humor, satire and sarcasm 
to communicate how an issue will affect people. You can’t 
just tell people what to think, but if you tell them a story and 
get them to pause and consider your position, you might 
just change their minds. 

• Celebrate the small victories. Seeing that change is 
possible, even in small ways, is energizing. 

• Don’t burn your bridges. It’s a small community and we 
need each other. 

• Mentoring matters: we need to continue passing on 
knowledge to the next generation of mad activists.

• Do it with love; fight from the heart. 

• Dare to imagine other possible futures, ones where we 
actually win. 

Danielle Landry is a mad student and activist living in Toronto. 

Introduction
In the winter of 1965, three of us were on a day-pass from 
the Toronto Psychiatric Hospital and we were shooting the 
breeze in a bar across the street from the hospital. One of 
my companions was a crazy psychiatrist and the other was 
a crazy mathematician. Me, I was just a crazy former law 
student. In a few weeks they would go back to psychiatry and 
mathematics. I had no clue where I was going, nor how long 
it was going to take me to get there. 

Skip ahead almost fifty years. I am an adjunct-professor in 
the School of Disability Studies at Ryerson University. This 
is a very urban university, and that’s good because I’m a very 
urban guy. At Ryerson, I teach Mad People’s History. Much 

of what I teach I remember; what I forget I can often find out 
because I know a lot of people to ask. What follows comes 
mostly from my memory. If I’ve got it wrong, I expect there 
are people who will correct me.

Setting the table1 (wherein stuff happens to set up the 
mad movement)
Scroll back to 1967. I’m disguised as a hippie, a nice change 
from my previous disguise: chronic mental patient. I know 
I was a chronic mental patient because I’d just spent more 
than a year in that part of the mental hospital where they 

1. For Mad People’s History, I developed a metaphor to describe 
the mad movement. You can watch it on Youtube: http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=9uTbEBPkAAk

David Reville


